
TRAFFIC1M TOOLKIT

Thank you for signing up for Traffic1M! 

We’ve put together a few amazing bonuses 
just for you. 
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SEMrush

Master search engine marketing, paid and organic, with the tool that 
gives you complete insights into what your competitors are doing, 
what’s working, and what isn’t.

• Analyze data on more than 48 million domains and 106 million 
keywords, giving you complete access to the world of search engine 
marketing.

• Uncover your competitors' organic and paid search strategies and 
social media campaigns so you can compete, undercut, and find 
opportunities.

• Find the most profitable keywords for your website to maximize the 
ROI of your advertising and never waste money on campaigns that 
aren’t working.

Free First Month of GURU Level

Get Your First Month Free!
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Creative Class

The toughest part of freelancing isn’t the actual work. It’s the stuff that 
enables you to DO your work, like business, marketing & sales. We’re 
talking clients. Pricing. Landing projects. Getting paid. Managing 
revisions (endless revisions). 

Finding your audience and connecting with them in a way that feels 
right for you. If you’re like most freelancers, it’s the business stuff that 
keeps you awake at night, not the actual writing, programming, 
coaching or designing. 

That’s where the Creative Class comes in.

Traffic1M Students get $100 off when they sign up with the code 
“TRAFFIC1M”

$100 off Membership

Get The Creative Class for 
$100 Off
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Edgar

Meet Edgar: the only app that stops social media updates from going 
to waste.

Edgar is a social media scheduling tool like no other. Instead of 
publishing your updates just once and throwing them away like 
yesterday’s rubbish, it carefully catalogues them in a limitless library 
that you build over time.

All of your updates are sorted into categories that you create and are 
published on a schedule that you choose, so Edgar publishes what you 
want, when you want it. No manual scheduling, no busywork, and no 
hassle - just the peace of mind that only Edgar can provide.

After Edgar publishes every update in a category, he simply pulls more 
from your library. You never run out of messages in your queue, and 
your handcrafted updates get the chance to be seen, shared, and 
loved by brand new people.

First month FREE

Get Your First Month Free
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Mention

Start listening to what's being said on the web and social web. React 
quickly, collaborate, and analyze your online presence.

Monitor billions of sources in 42 languages and make sure you're not 
missing anything published on the web and social networks.

Connect your social accounts (Twitter, Facebook, Buffer) to your alerts 
and react without leaving the application.

Get a snapshot of your mentions by source, language, and over a 
selected period of time. Generate reports and export data to compare 
yourself with your competitors.

Build your team, share your alerts, and assign tasks to the right person 
for the job.

First 90 days FREE

Get Your First 90 Days Free
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Fedora

Fedora is an all-in-one solution for online course creation where you 
can organize your content, handle payments and view analytics while 
hosting your course on a beautiful interface. They make it their mission 
to support you throughout the process and power you with complete 
control over your branding, student data and pricing. Join me and the 
5,000 Fedora instructors already teaching online.

As they say, share your knowledge. Make change (in the world and 
your wallet).

Traffic1M students get a free month on the Basic or Professional plan 
(new customers only) when they enter the coupon code TRAFFIC1M 
on Fedora.

First Month FREE

Use Code “TRAFFIC1M” 
for your first month free
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Click to Tweet

The easiest way to promote, share & track your content on Twitter. 
Click to tweet lets you quickly generate links with pre-filled text for 
twitter so that you can add sharing calls to action anywhere in your 
content. Whoever clicks on the link will have the message 
automatically added to their Twitter status box--they simply click to 
tweet!

Even better, you can track the clicks on your links over time using Click 
to Tweet’s robust tracking tools. 

Traffic1M users can get 60 days of CTT Pro for FREE (unlimited 
tracking on links) with the code “PROFREE60”

60 Days of Pro for FREE

Use code "PROFREE60" 
for 60 days of Pro for free
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ahrefs

Start making data-backed marketing decisions based on hundreds of 
metrics that ahrefs crawler collects all around the web..

The ahrefs online marketing and SEO tools are built on the back of the 
world's largest backlink index, and it's updated every 15 minutes. They 
use their own crawling system, so you're assured you're not seeing the 
same information as you would with other SEO tools or social media 
watching app built on the APIs provided by search engines. 

With that much fresh information from all over the internet, you'll get 
the kind of insights that let you build your best SEO strategy possible.

Traffic1M users get 50% off their first month of ANY ahrefs plan. Just 
click the link below to get started

50% off your first month of any plan

Get 50% off your first 
month of ahrefs
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Sniply

Share Content. Drive Traffic.

Sniply allows you to attach a call-to-action to every link you share. You 
can include a link back to your own website, Kickstarter campaign, 
Eventbrite page, Shopify cart, Amazon product and more!

Now any time you people click away from your site, you’re also 
including a call to action for them to sign up for your newsletter, buy 
your product, or anything else you want. No more lost opportunities 
from people clicking on links away from your site.

Traffic1M students get their first two month of ANY Sniply plan entirely 
free. Just click the link below.

Two free months of ANY plan

Get your first two months 
of Sniply Pro free
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Automate Ads

Digital Advertising On Autopilot!

Create, manage, and optimize all of your campaigns in one place and 
gain unprecedented insight into cross-channel performance.

Think of Automate Ads as your own dedicated paid media team, only 
powered by software and data science. Their Bid Intelligence System 
improves ROI by 45% on average and saves advertisers dozens of 
hours a week in manual campaign management.

And you can dive deep into the performance of your campaigns with 
their beautiful cross-channel reports. Ditch the spreadsheets and 
expensive analytics tools to gain a true understanding of your paid 
media performance.

30% off your first month

Use code "auto30" to get 
30% off your first month
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Pay With a Tweet

Your No. 1 Referral Marketing Tool

Pay with a tweet lets you host PDFs, Videos, or any other bonus 
material, and then create clickable links that let someone get access to 
the material by sharing your content on Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, 
and more. 

It’s the easiest way to incentivize someone to share your content on 
social media, and even lets you choose which networks they are and 
aren’t allowed to share on to earn the bonus.

Get Your First $250 in Referrals FREE

Use "SumoCoupon4Me" 
for 250 referrals FREE
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Social Quant

The Average Social Quant User is Seeing a 3-4 Times Increase In 
Twitter Follower Growth In Less Than 90 Days.

Social Quant will engage with the people on Twitter most likely to be 
interested in your brand, based on keywords you share with Social 
Quant of the types of people you'd like to connect with. Once you’re set 
up, just sit back and watch your follower count, retweets, visibility, and 
social profit take off.

Traffic1M users get a special 14 day free trial NOT available to the 
public. Just sign up at the link below.

Get your first 14 days FREE

Get Your First 14 Days 
FREE
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Contactually

Contactually is the simple, effective way to get more from your 
network.

What does your business need from its most important relationships? It 
could be almost anything — sales, signups, referrals, or 
recommendations. But no matter how you define successful 
relationships, Contactually is a better way to build and manage them.

Contactually's software makes it simple to stay engaged with every 
part of your network. You simply categorize your key contacts into 
Buckets, and your Contactually account will take care of the rest. That 
means no more worrying about who to follow-up with today, how any 
prior interactions went, or what to say to break the ice.

Get a FREE suite of email templates

Get Your Free Email 
Templates
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WPCurve

WordPress problems? No such thing! WP Curve empowers business 
owners to build their business without worrying about WordPress. You 
get 24 / 7 access to the world's best developers for maintenance, 
support & small jobs.

We can fix any small issue you request and improve your site in a 
number of ways. And if you can't think of any jobs, don't worry. We 
proactively send you ideas each month on how to improve your site.

Traffic1M students get $10 off each month of a WPCurve subscription 
for LIFE. Just sign up using the code below.

Get $10 off per month for LIFE

Get $10 Off per Month for 
Life
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Death to the 
Stock Photo

The best content has the best photos to go with it. We’ve seen how 
incredible imagery can drastically increase shares, reads, and 
engagement with content in every industry.

Death to the Stock Photo sends you free monthly photos for all your 
creative needs, including adding them to your content (commercial or 
not)!

Because you're awesome and you're a Traffic1M user, here's a free 
photo pack to get you started in creating beautiful posts.

Free Photo Starter Pack

Get Your Free Stock Photos
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User Testing
A brand new visitor lands on your website for the first time… What happens next? Do they 
immediately understand what you can do for them? Do they subscribe to your list or buy your 
product? Or do they get confused and leave your site without taking any action? 

The more you understand the experience of your brand new visitors, the better the chance 
you have that they’ll stick around and become subscribers, customers, and loyal fans. You’re 
investing a lot of effort into getting more traffic, but are you really taking advantage of it?

We all spend way more time looking at our own websites than anyone else does. And when 
you’re that close to something, you just can’t see it the way new visitors do. That’s where 
Peek by UserTesting comes in. 

With Peek, you get a 5-minute video of a real person speaking their thoughts out loud while 
they interact with your site. It’s like looking over the shoulder of a brand-new visitor. You’ll see 
where people get stuck or confused, and you can use that feedback to improve your site and 
convert more of your traffic. 

Traffic1M students can get a free, 5-minute video of a real person using your website in 
about 1 hour. Just click on the link below to get started:

Get a Free Site Walkthrough

Get Your Free 5-min Video
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AWeber

AWeber is our favorite email marketing tool, and the one we’re using 
for this course. 

It lets you keep all of your email signups in one place, communicate 
with them easily, and track what’s working and what isn’t across your 
campaigns. You can use automated emails to save you time and keep 
your readers engaged. You can integrate with popular services like 
WordPress, Facebook, PayPal, and many more. And it lets you create 
a seamless signup experience from start to finish for your new users.

Traffic1M students get their first 60 days FREE when you sign up using 
the link below.

First 60 days FREE

Get Your First 60 Days Free
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Zapier

Zapier is the best tool to automate each of your repeated tasks.

Whenever something happens in one of your apps—perhaps a form is 
filled out or a new contact is added—Zapier can copy the data and use 
it to do something automatically in another app. It can automatically 
send an email from your personal account when your contact form is 
filled out, share new Instagram shots and blog posts on Twitter and 
Facebook, add new business cards to your CRM, and so much more.

Zapier works with your favorite apps—with 400 apps supported today, 
including Sidekick, AWeber, and Mention, and a [Developer Platform]
(https://zapier.com/developer) to add your own integrations—so there's 
dozens of ways automate your work with Zapier. For some inspiration, 
you'll get a copy of the "101 Ways to Use Zapier" eBook as a thank you 
for subscribing to Traffic1M.

Free Getting Started Ebook

Get Your 101 Ways to Use 
Zapier Ebook
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KingSumo

Giveaways have been the #1 cost-effective method used to grow 
AppSumo to 700,000 email subscribers.

Launch your first giveaway in 60 seconds. 

KingSumo Giveaways is the most cost effective way to grow your 
audience by encouraging your visitors to share your giveaway. The 
more friends who enter the more entries they earn and more emails for 
you.

You can giveaway an eBook, a Camera or even a retreat at your 
meditation center. Just upload a picture of the prize and enter a short 
description to let your users know what they're able to win.

50% off of GIVEAWAYS Plugin

Use Code “TRAFFIC1M”     
for 50% Off
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